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Abstract

In this paper we characterize the time�dependent be�
havior of typical queueing systems that arise in ATM
networks under the presense of overloads� Transient
queue length distribution and transient cell loss prob�
ability are obtained numerically and transient char�
acteristics such as maximum overshoot and relaxation
time are used to quantify the e�ects of congestion peri�
ods� A new measure� Expected Excess Loss in Overload
�EELO� is de�ned to quantify the e�ects of overload
when compared with the system behavior in the steady�
state regime� The basic modeling technology that we
use is an extended form of Stochastic Petri nets and
a software tool called the Stochastic Petri net package
�SPNP��

� Introduction
Overload conditions in networks represent an un�

desirable but nevertheless inevitable situation� Un�
fortunately� steady�state analyses fail to predict such
transient phenomena� Time�dependent analysis is re�
quired to accurately compute measures such as queue
size and overshoots� the length of congestion periods�
such measures can be used to better dimension the
bu�er size� Transient analysis of queueing systems
is known to be an analytically non�tractable problem
even for simple queueing systems� The queue length
distribution of an M�M�� queue is given as an in��
nite sum of modi�ed Bessel functions of the second
kind ��	
 which is in general hard to evaluate� In ��
�
a simple analytical expression of the transient proba�
bilities of an M�M�� queue has been developed given
that the queue is initially empty� However� when the
queue is not initially empty� the expression obtained
still requires computations of the modi�ed Bessel func�
tion of the �rst kind� More complex queueing sys�
tems do not yield analytically tractable results� In
particular� queueing networks are very hard to ana�
lyze for transient measures since desirable properties

�This reseach was performed in part under a core project of
the Center for Advanced Computing and Communication

such as �product form� and Littles law are valid only
for stationary measures� For Markovian queueing sys�
tems� numerical computation based on the Chapman�
Kolmogorov di�erential equations provides an alterna�
tive solution� which however� su�ers from state space
explosion� Randomization or uniformization is com�
monly used to solve the underlying continuous�time
Markov chain ��� ��
� Fluid��ow or di�usion approxi�
mations have been considered to overcome the state�
space explosion by approximating discrete�state pro�
cesses by continuous�state ones and solving partial dif�
ferential equations� Most of these methods� however�
are limited in that they imply heavy tra�c assump�
tions that may actually overestimate the measures of
interest�

In this paper� we study the exact discrete�state pro�
cesses by means of Stochastic Reward Nets �SRNs� ��
�
SRNs are a form of stochastic Petri nets and provide
a speci�cation language that facilitates the automated
generation and solution of large Markovian models like
the ones generated when studying the transient be�
havior of queueing networks� We allow for arrival pro�
cesses that can capture both correlation and bursti�
ness� two important factors when characterizing ar�
rivals in ATM networks� Our analysis provides valu�
able insights when dimensioning bu�ers in ATM net�
works to control overload peaks and their durations�

The purpose of this paper is to quantify the ef�
fects of transients in communication networks� Our
approach di�ers from previous approaches in that we
consider actual point processes rather than �uid��ow
or di�usion approximations and that we consider more
general arrival processes �such as the Markov Modu�
lated Poisson Process �MMPP�� and general service
time distributions �such as k�stage Erlang�� Transient
e�ects are quanti�ed using measures such as relaxation
time� maximum overshoot and a new measure� Ex�
pected Excess number of Losses in Overload �EELO��

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows�
in Section � we provide the necessary background for
transient measures and the Stochastic reward nets� In
Section � we present the queueing model of the net�



work while in Section �� we develop the SRN model
that corresponds to the queueing system� In Section
� we show our numerical results and �nally in Section
� we provide our conclusions�

� Background
Although there is a signi�cant amount of work for

the steady�state analysis of queueing models� there is
considerably less work done in the transient analysis of
queues� The early works of Tak�acs ���
 and Bene�s ��

represent a rare incursion into the transient behavior
of the in�nite capacity single server queues� Results
for the M�G�� queue are left in terms of transforms
which have to be inverted to provide numerical results�
Very few results such as Odoni and Roth ���
 provide
empirical evaluations of the time�constants involved in
transient analysis�

��� Measures of interest

Let S denote the state space of a queueing sys�
tem� and pi�t� denote the probability that the sys�
tem is in state i at time t� Note that i is gener�
ally a vector� Also� let q�t� denote the queue length
distribution of the queueing system at time t� then
qj�t� �

P
i�Sj

pi�t� where Sj is the subset of S such

that the queue length is equal to j� The mean queue
length at time t is de�ned as�

E�N �t�
 �
KX
j��

jqj�t� ���

where K is the size of the queue� The probability that
the queueing system is full at time t is simply given
by�

pfull�t� � qK�t� ���

Now� the probability that an incoming customer �cell�
is lost � is given by ��
�

ploss�t� � P �bu�er full at t j arrival at time t�

�

P
i�SK

pi�t��iP
j�S pj�t��j

���

where �j denotes the arrival rate into the queueing
system when the queueing system is in state j at time
t� When comparing Equations ��� and ��� we see that
these two measures are the same when �j � �� �i�e��
state independent arrivals�� Therefore the probability
of tagged loss and the probability of the bu�er being
full are equal only for state independent arrivals i�e��
Poisson arrivals� This will not be true however for
more general arrival processes such as MMPP� In the
following� we will compute all the above mentioned
measures�

��� Transient characteristics

We now turn our attention to quantities that are
commonlyused to characterize time�dependent behav�
ior� The discussion is based on the control theory lit�
erature� see for example ���
� We assume that the
measure of interest as a function of time is denoted by
m�t�� We de�ne�

�This measure is also called tagged customer �cell� loss

� Maximum Overshoot mov the di�erence be�
tween the maximum peak value of m�t� and the
steady state value m���� Mathematically� it is
given as maxti�m�ti� � m���� where ti are the

��nite� solutions of the equation dm�t�
dt

� 	 with

the additional constraint d�m�t�
dt�

���
t�ti

� 	�

� Relaxation time �Settling time� ts is the time
required for m�t� to reach and stay within a range
� of the steady�state value m����

� Expected excess loss in overload �EELO�
The previously de�ned characteristics� overshoot
and relaxation time� quantify transient behavior
along the y�axis and the time axis� respectively�
The next measure captures the transient e�ects
in both axes since it is de�ned as an integral of
the measure in a given time interval� In order to
quantify the e�ect of congestion� especially for the
measure of loss� we de�ne the Expected Excess
Loss in Overload �EELO� as follows�

EELO � �

Z ts

�

lr�x�dx
� lr���ts ���

where lr�t� is given by�

lr�t� �
X
j�SK

�jpj�t� ���

is the expected loss rate at time t�

The de�nition of EELO is illustrated in �� Basi�
cally� EELO is the di�erence of the two shaded
areas shown in the �gure� EELO is a measure
that shows �how bad� is the e�ect of the overload�
It provides us with an estimate of how many more
cells we expect to lose during the duration of the
overload when compared with standard steady�
state�based estimate�

Tra�c in broadband networks is expected to be
highly bursty� The mathematical measure of bursti�
ness has not been �nalized yet� Here� we will sim�
ply consider the squared coe�cient of variation as our
measure of burstiness�

C�
A �

V ar�A


E�A
�
���

where A denotes the interarrival times� The compu�
tation of this coe�cient of variation of �CA� is not
straightforward since the interarrival times are corre�
lated �such a computation is explained in ��
��

It is well known that the inter�arrival time of a Pois�
son process has a squared coe�cient equal to � and
therefore cannot capture burstiness in arrivals� For
this reason� alternative processes should be consid�
ered� One such process that captures both burstiness
and correlation in successive interarrivals and yet is
analytically tractable is the Markov Modulated Pois�
son Process �MMPP�� For the purposes of this paper
we will consider a two state MMPP but our models
are easily extended for any arbitrary size MMPP�
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Figure �� De�nition of Expected Excess Loss in Over�
load

��� Stochastic Reward Nets

Stochastic reward nets �SRN� ��
 is an extension of
Petri nets ���
 which is a formal model for specifying
�ow of control in a system� A Petri net is a directed
graph with two disjoint types of nodes� places and
transitions� A directed arc connecting a place �transi�
tion� to a transition �place� is called an input arc �out�
put arc� of the transition� A positive integer called
multiplicity can be associated with each arc� Places
connected to a transition by input arcs are called the
input places of this transition� and those by output
arcs are called the output places� Each place may con�
tain a number of tokens� A transition is enabled if
each of its input places has at least as many tokens
as the multiplicity of the corresponding input arc� A
transition can �re when it is enabled� and upon �ring�
for each of its input places� a number of tokens equal
to the multiplicity of the input arc are removed� and
for each of its output places� a number of tokens equal
to the multiplicity of the output arc are deposited in
that place�

The state of a Petri net is characteristized by
the number of tokens in each place which is called
a marking� More precisely� a marking is a vector
�m��m�� � � � �mi� � � � �mp� such that p is the total num�
ber of places in this Petri net and mi is the number of
tokens in place i� When a Petri net is de�ned� an ini�
tial marking is assigned to give the initial state of this
Petri net� Changing the initial marking may change
the behavior of a Petri net�

Stochastic Petri nets �SPN� ��
 extend the Petri
net model by assigning exponentially distributed �ring
times for the transitions� In Generalized Stochastic
Petri nets �GSPN� ��
� transitions are allowed to be
either timed �exponentially distributed �ring time� or
immediate �zero �ring time�� A marking of a GSPN is
called vanishing if at least one immediate transition is
enabled in the marking and tangible otherwise� GSPN
also introduces inhibitor arc connecting a place to a
transition� A transition with an inhibitor arc cannot
�re if the input place of the inhibitor arc contains more
tokens than the multiplicity of that arc�

Stochastic reward nets �SRN� are based on GSPN

but extend it further� In SRN� every tangible mark�
ing can be associated with a reward rate� It can be
shown that a SRN can be mapped into a Markov re�
ward model� Therefore� by using software tools ��
�
the underlying Markov reward model of a SRN is au�
tomatically generated and solved� Thus a variety of
performance measures can be speci�ed and evaluated
using a very convenient formalism� SRN also allows
some other features that makes speci�cation conve�
nient � each transition may have an enabling function
such that a transition is enabled only if its enabling
function is true� Marking dependent enabling function
and arc multiplicities are introduced in SRN� Transi�
tions can also have priorities� If two transitions are
enabled and ready to �re simultaneously� then �� they
have the same priorities in which case the transition to
�re is determined probabilistically� or �� the one with
higher priority is picked to �re�

To represent a SRN as a graph� places are repre�
sented by circles and tokens are black dots �or inte�
gers� inside places� Immediate transitions are drawn
as thin bars and timed transitions as white boxes� In�
hibitor arcs have small hollow circles instead of arrows
at their terminating ends� The current number of to�
kens in a place p is denoted as �p�

� The queueing model
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Figure �� The queueing model of rerouting

In this section� we describe the queueing model
and de�ne the notations used in this paper� Fig�
ure � �a� shows three network nodes� namely� N�� N�
and N� and two established connections �N�� N�� and
�N�� N��� These connections can be either direct link
connections or virtual path connections de�ned by a
series of links� At the occurrence of a failure in the
connection �N�� N�� tra�c destined for N� is chosen
to be rerouted through N�� Before the global routing
table is updated� the rerouting decision is made lo�
cally� cells destined to node N� still arrive at node N�



�rst without knowing that the outgoing link of node
N� is broken� Figure � �b� shows the output queue of
N� that contains packets or cells destined for N�� This
queue is feeding the input queue of node N�� Redi�
rected cells from node N� are rejected and lost if the
input queue of node N� is full� Right after the rerout�
ing starts� all the cells leftover in the queue of node
N� are sent to node N� one by one� this may cause
overload in node N�� The queue length and the cell
loss probability of node N� will overshoot during this
transient period� and they then reach a new steady
state�

We assume that the cell transmission time of node
Ni has Erlang distribution with mean �i and ri num�
ber of phases� To model the burstiness of the ATM
tra�c� we also assume that the cell arrival process of
node Ni is a two�state MMPP with in�nitesimal gen�
erator Qi and arrival rates ��i�� �

i
��� Our model can be

very easily extended to MMPPs with larger numbers
of states�

The notation is summarized in the following �

� Ki � queue size of node Ni�

� �i � mean cell transmission time at node Ni�

� Qi �

�
�ai ai
bi �bi

�
� the in�nitesimal generator

of the auxiliary CTMC of the two�state MMPP
arrival process to node Ni�

� ��i�� �
i
�� � arrival rate vector of the two�state

MMPP process to node Ni�

The state of the system described above at
time t is characterized by a vector Z�t� �
�X��t�� J��t�� B��t�� X��t�� J��t�� B��t��� where Xi�t�
denotes the number of cells in node Ni at time t�
Ji�t� denotes the state of the MMPP arrival process
to node Ni at time t� and Bi�t� denotes the phase
of the Erlangian service time of node Ni at time t�
The stochastic fZ�t�� t � 	g is a Continuous�time
Markov chain �CTMC�� and its transient behavior can
be derived by solving a system of di�erential equa�

tions dP �t�
dt

� P �t�Q� where P �t� is the matrix of
probabilities pij � PrfZ�t� � jjZ�	� � ig and Q
is the in�nitesimal generator matrix of the CTMC�
However� the CTMC has number of states equal to
��� �r�K��� ��� �r�K��� for a case that r� � r� � �
and K� � K� � ��� the CTMC will have ��� ��� num�
ber of states� To generate the CTMC manually is out
of the question� not to mention to solve the system of
��� ��� di�erential equations� Therefore� we use the
tool SPNP to automatically generate and solve the
CTMC in transient state�

� SRN model
In this section� we present the SRN model of the

queueing network� The SRN model is shown in Figure
�� The place mmpp i and transitions t� i� t� i� tari
model the two�state MMPP arrival process to the ith
queue� When the place mmpp i is not empty� transi�
tion t� i will �re with rate ai� otherwise transition t� i

will �re with rate bi� This models the auxiliary CTMC
of the MMPP source� Transition tari has marking de�
pendent �ring rate� If the place mmpp i is not empty�
the �ring rate of transition tari is �i�� otherwise it is
�i�� Place bufi represents the bu�er of the ith queue�
and submodels rerouting time and service time model
the Erlang distributed cell transmission times� Firing
transition Er ini will deposit ri tokens in the place
Er tokeni� this models the start of the service� Tran�
sition Er transi will then �re ri times which models
the ri sequential exponential phases of the Erlang dis�
tributed service time� When the place Er stagei has
collected ri tokens� it indicates that a job has �nished
its service and is ready to depart the system� transi�
tion Er outi �res and take all the ri tokens� Note that
the server can process only one cell at any time� that
is� the total number of tokens in places Er tokeni and
Er stagei must be zero before the next cell can be
admitted� This is modeled by the inhibitor arcs from
places Er tokeni and Er stagei to transition Er ini�
To model the limited sizes of queues� transitions tar�
and tar� are controlled by the enabling functions such
that tar� and tar� can �re only if the corresponding
queue is not full� Rejection of cells from the �rst queue
to the second queue is modeled by the variable cardi�
nality arc from submodel rerouting time to the place
buf�� If the second queue is full� no token is deposited
in the place buf� which models the loss of cells�

To compute the cell loss probability and the queue
length of the second queue� we use reward rates� The
reward rate function QLeni returns the total num�
ber of tokens in place bufi plus the total number of
tokens in places Er tokeni and Er stagei divided by
the number of phases ri which represents the total
number of cells in the ith queue� The reward rate
function PFull returns one if the second queue is full
�when rejection occurs�� otherwise it returns zero� The
function ELR computes the expected loss rate at node
N�� and the function Earrival computes the expected
arrival rate to node N�� The cell loss probability is
simply obtained by computing the ratio of ELR to
Earrival� Once we obtain the relaxation time of the
expected loss rate �ELR�� the value of EELO is equal
to the expected accumulated value of ELR till the re�
laxation time minus the product of the steady state
value of ELR and the relaxation time�

� Numerical Results
In this section we present numerical results that

were obtained using the Stochastic Reward Net model
presented in the previous section� Our goal is to char�
acterize transient overload conditions and in partic�
ular maximum overshoot and relaxation times� We
also wish to compare transient and steady�state val�
ues of the EELO measure� We focus on the transient
mean queue length and transient loss probability as
the measures of interest� For both nodes� we assume
a ��stage Erlangian service time with mean �����secs
that corresponds to the transmission time of �� byte
long ATM cells on a ���Mbps link� Also� the size of
each queue is assumed to be ���

Figures � shows the transient mean queue length
for di�erent initial conditions of the MMPP sources�



The parameters of both MMPP sources are chosen to
be a � 	�	������� b � 	�		����	�� �� � ���	��� and
�� � 	�		�	���� which yields the squared coe�cient
of variation equal to �	 and utilization �before failure�
equal to 	���� Note that state � of the MMPP source
is considered as the �busy� state� cells arrive much
faster than in state �� When both MMPP sources
start at state �� which is the worst case� the queue
length overshoots and stays high for a while� In con�
trast� if both sources start from state �� we see only
a small overshoot and then the queue length drops�
This indicates that the overshoot at the second queue
actually comes from two factors� the burst of the in�
coming tra�c� and the tra�c rerouted from the �rst
queue� Compare the case that the second queue starts
at state � and the �rst queue starts at state � with the
vice versa� the burstiness of the tra�c to the second
queue has more e�ect to the overshoot phenomenon�

Figures � and �� show the transient loss probabil�
ity and the transient mean queue length for moder�
ate utilization before failure �� � 	��� as a function
of burstiness� The initial condition is assumed to be
steady�state queue length in both queues prior to the
occurrence of the overload �i�e�� switch in position ���
in Figure ��� Note that in all cases a bursty input traf�
�c such that the squared coe�cient of variation value
greater than or equal to �	 will produce an overshoot�
Note also that the transient e�ects are more �severe�
for higher coe�cient of variation values �CA� since in
many cases long�run values of the measure are smaller
for higher coe�cient of variation values� �Compare
the value of the mean queue length at t � �		 for C�

A

of �	 and �	��
The e�ect of coe�cient of variation on relaxation

time are shown on Figures � and �� For all measures� if
an overshoot occurs �C�

A greater than or equal to �	��
the relaxation time increases as C�

A increases� other�
wise the relaxation time declines with increasing C�

A�
Also� the relaxation time increases as the utilization
decreases �see Figure ���

Similarly� the e�ect of coe�cient of variation on
the maximum overshoot of transient loss probability
and transient mean queue length are shown in Fig�
ures � and �	� respectively� Figure � shows that the
maximum overshoot of the transient loss probability
�rst increases and then decreases as C�

A increases for
medium and high utilization cases� This is because
the steady�state value of the loss probability increases
as the C�

A value increases which makes the di�er�
ence between the maximumand the steady�state value
�i�e� the maximum overshoot� smaller� The maximum
overshoot of the transient mean queue length increases
as the C�

A value increases�

The e�ect of C�
A value on EELO are shown on Fig�

ure �� and Table �� Figure �� shows that the value
of EELO increases as the C�

A value increases and also
as the utilization increases� This indicates that for
burstier tra�c and higher utilized systems� dimension�
ing based on the steady�state analysis will underesti�
mate the overload condition� For example� in Table ��
we show the values of EELO and the relaxation time

of the expected cell loss rate for the high utilization
case �� � 	����� for input tra�c with C�

A value �		� we
expect to lose ������ more cells when compared with
steady�state analysis before the overload condition is
considered relaxed �in a time interval of ������ �secs��

In Table � we also compare the values of EELO
with di�erent initial conditions on the �rst queue� ini�
tially full or initially the steady state queue length�
Assuming the �rst queue is initially full provides us
with a worst case analysis� since the overload condi�
tion becomes more severe if the �rst queue reroutes
more cells to the second queue� From Table �� we �nd
that changing the initial condition has more impact on
the less bursty cases� the value of EELO increases and
the relaxation time is longer� However� for burstier
tra�c �burstiness more than �	�� the values of EELO
and relaxation time are almost the same with di�er�
ent initial conditions� This is because that for burstier
tra�c� an arrival of a large burst of cells at the second
queue is the dominant cause of the overload on the
second queue�

� Conclusion
In this paper we characterized the congestion pe�

riods and their e�ects using transient analysis and
stochastic Petri Nets� In order to compare steady�
state and transient measures we de�ned a new mea�
sure Expected Excess Loss in Overload� �EELO�� Our
results suggest that as tra�c burstiness increases the
larger is the error from underestimating expected
number of lost cells and mean queue length when
compared with steady�state values� Not only can our
model predict the transient e�ects� it can also quan�
tify the overload condition� For example� based on our
experiment� around ��� more cells will be lost during
the overload period in the worst case compared with
stead�state analysis� It is left to the network designer
to judge if the anticipated network tra�c is bursty
enough and decide to dimension network bu�ers based
on transient measures rather than steady�state ones�
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